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Abstract

The Biodiversity Literacy in Undergraduate Education - Data Initiative (BLUE Data) is a US
National  Science  Foundation-funded  Research  Coordination  Network  in  Undergraduate
Biology (RCN-UBE) working to generate community consensus around biodiversity data
literacy  skills.  This  diverse  network  brings  together  biodiversity,  data,  and  education
specialists  to  identify  core  biodiversity  data  competencies  for  undergraduate  students,
develop  strategies  for  integrating  these  competencies  into  the  introductory  biology
curriculum,  and  build  capacity  for  sustained  development  and  implementation  of
biodiversity and data literacy education. Since the start of funding one year ago, BLUE
Data has been working to review the current landscape of data literacy competencies from
primary to graduate education in biodiversity data science, identify gaps in student learning
related to data and biodiversity science core skills, and generate community consensus on
defined biodiversity data literacy standards.
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At a recent BLUE Data workshop associated with the Emerging Innovations for Biodiversity
Data  conference  in  Berkeley,  California,  participants  worked  together  to  define
competencies and identify strategies to facilitate broad-scale integration of transferrable
data literacy skills  and knowledge to  improve undergraduate biology training and meet
increasing workforce demands in both data and biodiversity sciences. This discussion also
identified current  efforts  and  explored  existing  resources  in  order  to  identify  gaps  that
should be targeted in our efforts moving forward.

In this presentation, we will introduce the SPNHC and TDWG communities to BLUE Data,
and  describe  our  vision  and  goals,  partners,  and  educational  modules.  We will  share
results from our recent activities, including the outcomes of the Emerging Innovations for
Biodiversity  Data  workshop.  BLUE  Data  welcomes  new  partnerships  with  those  also
interested in defining the undergraduate biodiversity data literacy landscape and charting
future efforts of this network.
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